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Reduction of tropical cloudiness by soot

A. S. Ackerman*, O. B. Toon2, D. E. Steverrs3, A. J. Heymstleld4, V. Ramanathan5,
E. J. Weltonb

Measurements and models show that enhanced aerosol concentrations can augment cloud albedo

not only by increasing total droplet cross-sectional area, but also by reducing precipitation and

thereby increasing cloud water content and cloud coverage. Aerosol pollution is expected to exert

a net cooling influence on the global climate through these conventional mechanisms. Here we

demonstrate an opposite mechanism through which aerosols can reduce cloud cover and thus

significantly offset aerosol-induced radiative cooling at the top of the atmosphere on a regional

scale. In model simulations the daytime clearing of trade cumulus is hastened and intensified by

solar heating in dark haze (as found over much of tire northern Indian Ocean during the northeast

monsoon).
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A primary objective of the Indian Ocean Experiment (INDOEX) was to quantify the

indirect effect of aerosols on climate through their effects on clouds (1). Conventionally,

increased aerosol concentrations are expected to increase cloud droplet concentrations, and hence

total droplet cross-sectional area, thereby causing more sunlight to be reflected to space (2).

Furthermore, model simulations of marine stratocumulus (3, 4, 5) and observations of ship tracks

(6, 7,8) suggest that increased aerosol concentrations can enhance cloud water content, physicrd

thickness and areal coverage by decreasing precipitation. Deep layers of dark (solar absorbing)

haze were observed over much of the tropical northern Indian Ocean in February-March of

1998-1999 during INDOEX (9, 10). The clouds observed in the northern hemisphere were

typicrdly embedded in the haze, as seen in Fig. 1. In contrast to the conventional expectation that

aerosols augment cloud depth and coverage, very sparse cloud cover is found in that region

during that time of year (11). These INDOEX observations suggest a new mechanism by which

aerosols impact clouds, in which a dark haze can significantly reduce meal coverage of trade

cumulus (the predominant cloud type expected at that latitude and season).

Model simulations of marine stratocumulus indicate that intense absorption of solar

energy can desiccate an opticafly thick stratocumulus cloud layer (12). Here we show that

significantly less intense aerosol-induced solar absorption, of the magnitude observed in the 1998

INDOEX measurements, can drastically after the properties of trade cumulus, which are drken

by dynamics that differ greatly from stratocumulus (13). hr well-mixed stratocumulus-topped

boundary layers found over cool subtropical water, convection is driven by downdrafts that are

generated by radiative cooling near cloud top. Enhanced solar heating can offset the longwave

cooling enough to reduce convective mixing and effectively cut off the cloud layer from its

source of moisture, thereby dksipating the cloud w). Trade-cumulus are found over warm

tropicaJ water in boundary layers typically -1.5-3 km deep (compared to less than -1 km for

stratocumulus-topped mixed layers) and appear in the conditionally unstable zone between the

well-mixed surface layer and the trade inversion capping the boundaxy layer. In the trade-wind

boundruy layer, particularly energetic updrafts rise far enough and release enough latent heat by

condensation to become buoyant, accelerating upwards until resisted by the stability of the trade

inversion. Detrained cloud water spreads cnrtbelow the trade inversion as an anvil, evaporating

as it mixes with its environment. Trade-cumulus cloud cover is typicafly dominated by these

remnants of convection, which evaporate more rapidly with decreasing humidity (14). Infrared

cooling from anvils can drive local turbulence, which mixes moisture up from below (& 15).



The INDOEX observations suggest a conceptual model in which dark haze amplifies the

radiatively-driven diurnaf cycle of cloudiness by increasing solar heating in the boundary layer.

Composite time series of cloud coverage from trade-cumulus field projects rrflshow sinusoidal

variation, with maximum coverage between 7 and 10 AM, and a minimum between 4 and 10PM

(IQ. The daytime clearing has been attributed to two complementary mechanisms: (i) solar

heating directly reduces relative hurnidhies, thereby accelerating evaporation of the anvils, and

(ii) solar heating maximizes near the top of the boundary layer, where cloud coverage is greatest,

thereby stabilizing the boundary layer and suppressing convection ~.

We focus hereon the amplification of daytime clearing due to aerosol-induced solar

heating. Rather than attempting to cover the many possible combinations of meteorology and

pollution, our strategy is to adopt a representative trade-cumulus scenario and compare a

sequence of model simulations subject to varying degrees of aerosol-induced solar heating. The

tool we use is a large-eddy simulation model (17,)with pammeterized precipitation (U) ~d

plane-parallel radiative transfer (18).

For a meteorological context we use measurements averaged over the fust five days of

the Atlantic Trade-Wind Experiment (ATEX), characterized as “nearly classic” trade-cumulus

(19). The model is initialized with surface conditions and soundings from the upstream ship in

the ATEX flotilla (20). As in previous studies (&l, U D, we ignore my ~lm’rr~v~ation in

sea-surface temperature (21). Large-scafe advective forcings are pararneterized to represent the

net influx of cooler, drier air in the equatorward flow through the model domain (22).

We specify varying degrees of absorbing aerosol pollution as follows (23). For the

baseline case, cloud droplet and haze concentrations are fixed at 250 and 1200 cm-3, respectively

(24); in this case the haze is non-absorbing and has an optical depth of 0.17 (at 0.5 Lm). We

idealize the 1998 INDOEX measurements with the same concentrations, embedding a soot core

of 0.06 ~m radius within each haze particle and resulting in a 0.5-~m single-scattering albedo of

0.88 and optical depth of 0.20. The aerosol-induced diurnal-average solar heating of the

cloudless boundary layer for this haze is 0.5 K/d (25). We idealize the more polluted conditions

measured during the 1999 INDOEX campaign by doubling the concentration of haze particles,

which all have soot cores.

Fig. 2 reveals a number of salient features of the baseline simulations (26). Cumulus

convection, with cloud-base atop the surface mixed-layer, arises an hour into the simulation and

penetrates the 250 m deep trade-inversion starting at -1600 m. Subsequent convection is

sporadic, owing to our limited model domain (6.4x 6.4 km). A local maximum of relative



humidity persists at cloud base, and a greater maximum associated with stratiform anvils persists

just below the trade inversion. Corresponding peaks in diumrd-average cloud fractions are 2% at

cloud base and -1590 in the stratifonu anvil (27). Representative snapshots of the simulated

cloud field shown in Fig. 3 qualitatively resemble the observed clouds shown in Fig. 1. Solar

heating reduces relative humidities in the cloud layer through late afternoon (the sun rises at 6 h

and sets at 18 h). After sunset, stronger convection episodically dries the boundary layer through

penetrative entrainment of inversion air. The diurnal variation is more evident in the

domain-average fractional cloud-coverage (Fig. 4A), generally matching the characteristic

diurnal cycle observed ~ 28). The liquid water path (Fig. 4B) follows a similar tendency,

leveling off from model spin-up in the morning, decreasing through the day, and recovering in

the evening. To show that the diumrd variations are driven by insolation, a simulation identical to

the baseline except lacking solar radiation displays no daytime clearing (Figs. 4A and B).

Incorporating an absorbing component (soot) into the haze enhances the solar heating of

the boundaxy layer, increasing temperatures and thereby lowering relative humidities and

abbreviating anvil lifetimes. As shown in Figs. 4A and B, aerosol-induced solar absorption in the

INDOEX 1998 haze amplifies the daytime reductions in cloud coverage and liquid water path

relative to the baseline (29). For the murkier INDOEX 1999 haze, the reductions are further

intensified and persist well into night. The boundary layer also becomes shallower in response to

solar heating (Fig. 4C), as boundary-layer mixing is less able to offset subsidence of the

inversion (the average daytime turbulent kinetic energy above the surface layer decreases by -30

and 50% relative to the baseline for the INDOEX 1998 and 1999 cases, respectively). Averaged

over daytime (Fig. 5A), the INDOEX 1998 and 1999 hazes reduce fractional cloud covemge by

25 and 40% (relative to the baseline ensemble median of O.19).

To investigate the sensitivity of our results to variations in cloud microphysics, we run

further simulations that span the range of droplet concentrations measured during INDOEX, at

50, 100, and 500 cm-3. Differencing the curves in Fig. 5A, it is seen that the reduction of cloud

coverage due to the cloud-burning effect of soot is roughly constant over the range of droplet

concentrations (30). For all three hazes, conventional indirect effects result in daytime cloud

coverage increasing with droplet concentrations (31). The conventional indirect effects of

aerosols on cloud coverage oppose the cloud-burning effect of soot. Hence, aerosol pollution

may increase or decrease cloud coverage; the net effect depends on meteorological conditions

(32) and the concentrations and optical properties of cloud droplets and haze in the unpolluted

and unpolluted clouds. For example, if the droplet concentration in unpolluted clouds (without



soot) is 100 cm-3 (open circle in Fig. 5A) and pollution increases the droplet concentration to

250 cm-3, then for the INDOEX 1999 haze (closed circle) the daytime cloud coverage decreases

from an unpolluted vafue of 0.18 to a polluted vafue of 0.11. For unpolluted droplet

concentrations 2100 cm-3, no amount of increase in droplet concentrations completely offsets

the reduction in cloud coverage for the INDOEX 1998 haze in these simulations. For the

INDOEX 1999 haze no offsetting bafance occurs, even starting with an unpolluted droplet

concentration of 50 cm-3.

Reductions in cloud coverage due to aerosol-induced solar absorption strongly effect the

radiative heat budget at the surface and top-of-atmosphere (TOA) on a regional scale (33).

However, aerosols exert other radiative forcings: directfy through absorption and scattering, and

indirectly through increasing cloud droplet concentrations. To contrast the components of aerosol

forcing, we next compare net forcings under clear and cloudy conditions by progressively adding

aerosol forcings (Table 1).

The cloudy and clear-sky radiative effects of only the soot in the INDOEX 1998 haze are

shown in the first line of Table 1. Under clear skies the soot exerts a smrdl radiative forcing of

+0.4 W/m2 (the indistinguishable difference between solid and dotted lines at a droplet

concentration of zero in Fig. 5C). With clouds to bum (at a droplet concentration of 250 cm-3)

the radiative forcing of soot is amplified by nearly a factor often, to more than twice the

global-average forcing estimated for atmospheric C02 increase since preindustrial times (34).

Net radiative forcings due to aerosol absorption and scattering combined are shown in the

second line of Table 1 (note that the difference between the INDOEX 1998 and 1999 hazes is

equivalent to the difference between no haze and the INDOEX 1998 haze; hereafter we refer to

this difference as the “INDOEX 1998 haze equivalent”). Under clear skies the INDOEX 1998

haze equivrdent exerts a net TOA cooling, but under cloudy skies (at droplet concentrations MOO

cm-3), the cooling is completely offset by cloud-burning. The net TOA warming (the difference

between the dotted and dashed curves in Fig. 5C) increases with the amount of cloud available to

bum. Doubling the extinction in the haze equivalent, the aerosol forcing is +4.5 W/m2 (the

difference between the solid and dashed curves in Fig. 5C at a droplet concentration of 250

cm-3). Hence, relative to the clear-sky forcing of-3.0 W/m2, the cloud-burning effect increases

the net aerosol forcing by +7.5 W/m2.

Including the conventional indirect aerosol forcings requires an assumption regarding

changes in cloud droplet concentrations. Because it is difficult if not imposible to estimate the

droplet concentrations for pristine continental outflow from India, we loosely base our choice of



droplet concentrations for unpolluted and polluted conditions (at 100 and 250 cm-3, respectively)

on hemispheric differences measured during INDOEX. As seen in Fig. 5B, the average liquid

water path (which incorporates cloud coverage effects) is largely independent of droplet

concentration for simulations with a particular haze. However, holding liquid water constant

while increasing the droplet concentration from 100 to 250 cm-3 increases cloud optical depth by

a factor of (250/100)1/3 = 1.4, which increases cloud albedo and tilts the balance back to a net

radiative cooling for the INDOEX 1998 haze equivalent (compare the second and third lines of

Table 1). In this case the magnitude of the conventional indirect cooling completely offsets the

TOA warming due to cloud-burning by soot.

Radiative forcings for other scenarios can be calculated from Fig. 5C. For example, if the

unpolluted conditions correspond to the baseline haze with a cloud droplet concentration of 100

cm-3 (open circle in Fig. 5C) and the polluted conditions are represented by the INDOEX 1999

haze with a droplet concentration of 250 cm-3 (closed circle), the net forcing due to the aerosol

pollution is +1.7 W/m2.

However, some of the baseline haze is likely antbropogenic. To roughly assess the

anthropogenic aerosol forcings from these simulations, we assume that 70% of the optical depth

in the baseline haze is due to human activities, which implies a clear-sky anthropogenic aerosol

forcing for the baseline haze of-2.7 W/m2 (35). If we also assume a polluted cloud droplet

concentration of 250 cm-3, for the baseline haxe the average daytime cloud coverage is 0.11,

which leaves 0.89 of the sky effectively cloud-free. Hence, we can estimate the anthropogenic

forcing of the baseline haze under these cloudy conditions to be (-2.7 W/m2)(0.89) = -2.4 W/m2,

just more than enough to balance the net forcing in the example from the preceding paragraph

(+1.7 W/m2). Wkb these assumptions the net antbropogenic aerosol forcing is -0.7 W/m2, which

is well within the noise level of the baseline ensemble. If a smaller fraction of the baseline haze

is assumed to be anthropogenic, the net anthropogenic forcing for this scenario can become

positive; complete cancellation occurs when half the optical depth in the baseline haze is

assumed to be anthropogenic.

At the top of the atmosphere, the net aerosol forcing can be positive, negative, or zero for

our simulations, depending on assumptions about unpolluted and polluted condkions. At the

ocean surface, the forcings due to direct absorption and scattering by the aerosols reinforce each

other (compare the first and second lines of Table 1). Cloud-burning by soot allows more

sunlight to reach the surface, which overwhelms the infrared compensation due to reductions in

cloud cover. Hence, at a droplet concentration of 250 cm-3, the cloud-burning effect of the



INDOEX 1998 haze equivalent increases the net radiative flux into the surface relative to the

clear-sky forcings by 4.4 W/m2 (compare the last two columns of the second and third lines in

Table 1). This relative increase is too small to completely offset the direct effects at the surface.

In addition, we consider the conventional indirect effects, which reinforce the clear-sky

total aerosol forcing at the surface. For unpolluted clouds with a droplet concentration of 100

cm-3 and polluted clouds with a droplet concentration of 250 cm-3, the net surface forcing for

the INDOEX 1998 haze equivalent is essentirdly unchanged from its clear-sky value (line 3 of

Table 1), implying that the magnitude of the conventional indirect forcing completely offsets the

impact of cloud-burning by soot.

We have demonstrated through model simulations (36) that solar absorption by aerosols

during the northeast monsoon over the Indian Ocean can reduce daytime cloud coverage by

nearly half in a specific case of trade-cumulus. The reduction of cloudiness exerts a positive

radiative forcing at the top of the atmosphere that partially offsets the direct aerosol forcing and

the conventionrd indirect forcings (the net forcing depends on meteorological conditions and

assumptions about unpolluted and polluted aerosols). However, we cannot also rule out extreme

scenarios in which cloud burning completely offsets or even overwhelms the other aerosol

forcings, in which case the net anthropogenic forcing by aerosols could be zero or even positive

at the top of the atmosphere. We suggest that the pervasive presence of dark hazes contributed to

the scarcity of clouds during INDOEX. It is likely that the lack of clouds was largely due to the

dryness of air flowing off the Indian subcontinent, and the soot-effect served to diminish cloud

cover even further. Note that we have considered only one meteorological scenario in our

simulations, and the response of cloudy boundary-layers to aerosol-induced solar heating

certainly depends on meteorology (32). We also note that the magnitude of solar heating

measured during INDOEX is not specific to that particulm time and place; comparable

aerosol-induced solar heating rates were measured during a field experiment off the East Coast

of the United States during July 1996 (37).

Trade-cumulus have not been the subject of as much attention as some other cloud types,

since they do not have as strong a net heating or cooling effect globally as do cirrus and

stratocumulus. Beyond any radiative impact, however, is their importance to overall climate

dynamics. Trade-cumulus cover vast amounts of the global ocean, and they are part of the feeder

system for the deep convection of the tropics. A reduction of the moistening and cooling of the

lower troposphere by trade-cumulus may weaken deep convection in the intertropicrd

convergence zone, and potentially alter the tropical Hadley circulation.
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sunlight than do haze (of typical radius 0.1 ~m), and hence a fixed amount of soot will absorb

more sunlight when embedded within cloud droplets (particularly when most of the haze lies

below the bulk of cloud cover); such an effect could be expected to increase the impact of the

soot on boundary-layer dynamics. Yet this expectation is not borne out by simulations in which

all the soot is assumed to be within cloud droplets (when present within a grid cell) because such

a small volume of boundmy-layer air is occupied by cloud in our simulations.

30. The reductions in cloud coverage due to solar absorption in the INDOEX hazes are not

completely independent of droplet concentration. The strong increase in daytime cloud coverage

between droplet concentrations of 50 and 1.00cm-3 only for the simulations witbout soot implies

that the effect of soot on cloud cover is maximum at a droplet concentration of 100 cm-3.

However, the departure of that maximum from the average cloud-burning effect is not significant



compared to the noise found for the baseline ensemble.

31. As seen in Fig. 5B, the average liquid water path is roughly independent of droplet

concentration for any particular aerosol. The increases of cloud coverage with droplet

concentration in these simulations (Fig. 5A) are largely due to enhancement of totaf droplet

cross-sectional area and therefore optical depth (which vary as the cube root of droplet

concentration, holding liquid water path fixed). Because cloud coverage is defined as the fraction

of columns exceeding an opticaf depth threshold (2.5), columns do not need as much liquid water

path at increased dropIet concentrations to be counted as cIoudy.

32. Simulations with moisture enhanced above the inversion layer (at 6 g/kg, up from 4.5 g/kg

used in our other simulations) produce moister clouds with greater fractional coverage that are

more strongly influenced by both the soot cloud-burning and the conventional indirect aerosol

effects.

33. An increase in cloud coverage results in more solar energy being reflected (a cooling effect),

while at the same time rdlowing less infrared energy to escape to space (a warming effect). The

solar forcing dominates any infrared compensation in trade cumulus, which therefore exert a net

cooling influence (compare clear-sky to cloudy net fluxes in Fig. 5C).

34. J. T. Houghton et al., Cliorate Change 1995: The Science 0$ Climate Change (Cambridge

University Press, Cambridge, UK, 1996), pp. 112-117.

35. S, K. Sathmsh et a[, [.T,Geophys. Re~. 104,27421 (1999)] estimate that 60% of the aerosol

opticrd depth in the INDOEX 1998 haze was anthropogenic. Applying this estimate to the

average 0.5-~m optical depth they measured (0.20), the implied anthropogenic aerosol opticaI

depth is 0.12, which is 70% of the aerosol optical depth for our baseline haze.

36. The scoPe of our c~culations (17 simulations of 30 h) demand a number of computational

efficiencies, which include parameterized cloud microphysics, moderate grid resolution and

domain area, and no treatment of horizontal radiative transfer.

37. DisKibuted over a 2,5 km deep boundary layer (not in a trade cumuhrs regime), the

diurnal-average aerosol forcings reported by P. B. Russel et al. [J. Geophys. Res. 104, 2289] and

P. Hignett, J. P. Taylor, P. N. Francis, M. D. Glew [J. Geophys. Res. 104,2289, 2279] yield clear

sky heating rates of 0.5 and 0.6 K/d, respectively. In comparison, the diurnal-average

aerosol-induced heating rates in the boundary layer range from 0.5-1 K/d for our idealized

fNDOEX hazes.
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Table 1. Diurnal-average radiative forcings (W/m2), computed as differences in net radiative fluxes (shown in Fig. 5C for TOA)
between model simulations with progressively increasing differences between aerosols.

Top of Atmosphere Surface

Aerosol forcing Aerosols (see text) Cloud droplet Clear Cloudy Clear Cloudy
concentrations sky sky sky sky

(cm-s)

Absorption’ Baseline + INDOEX 1998 250 +0.4 +3.7 -7.2 -2.8

Absorption and scattering INDOEX 1998+ 1999 250 -3.4 +0.7 -10.3 -5.9

Absorption, scattering, and INDOEX 1998+ 1999 100 + 250 -3.4 -3.9 -10.3 -10.4
conventional indirect

●About 20% of aerosol volume in the baseline haze is replaced by soot in the INDOEX 1998 haze. This change of composition
not only results in solar absorption but also enhances scattering in the haze. However, the radiative impact of increasing the
absorption optical depth from 0.0 to 0.2 far exceeds that due to increasing the scattering optical depth from 0.17 to 0.18.



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Images of clouds within clean and dirty marine boundary layers obtained during the

INDOEX Intensive Field Phase in 1999. Photographs taken by AJH from the NCAR C- 130 on

February 20 at (A) 4.3°S, 73”E (in clean air from the southern Indian Ocean) and (B) 0.2°N,

73”E (in polluted air 1000 km distant from India). Time-height contours of particle backscatter

cross-section (in units of km-1 sr 1) measured by Micro Pulse Lldar (MPL) from the NOAA R/V

Ronald H. Brown (operated by EJW and Piotr J. Flatau) on (C) February 25 steaming from 7°S,

61°E to 6°S, 62”E (in clean air from the southern Indian Ocean) and (D) March 7 from 1l“N,

68”E to 12”N, 68”E (in polluted air 1000 km distant from India). The marine boundary layer in

(D) is overlain by a residual continental boundary layer (between -1.5 and 3.5 km altitude)

advecting pollution directly from India, as shown by back-trajectories (R. R. Draxler and G. D.

Hess, NOAA Tech Memo ERL ARL-224, 24 pp., 1997) and discussed further by S. Raman, D. S.

Niyogi, O. Roswintiwti [submitted to Bound. Luyer Meteor.]. The MPL operates at a wavelength

of 0.523 ~rn, the signal processing is described by E. J. Welton et al. [in press at Tellus B].

White regions in (C) and (D) are clouds.

Fig. 2. Evolution of horizontal averages of (A) liquid water mixing ratio in cloud (grid cells with

>0.05 g/kg liquid water) and (B) relative humidity in a baseline simulation. The profiles are

output every 5 minutes.

Fig. 3. Snapshots of the model domain taken during the early (6 h 7 m) and mature (6 h 37 m)

growth stages of a convective episode. Plotted is the isosurface of 0.05 g/kg liquid water mixing

ratio. Note that the vertical scale (2 km) is stretched relative to the horizontal (6.4x 6.4 km).

Fractional cloud coverage (defined as in (~) by the fraction of columns with optical depth> 2.5)

isO.lat 6h7mand0.3at6h37m.

Fig. 4. Evolution of domain averages of (A) fractional cloud coverage (as defined in Fig. 3), (B)

liquid water path (column of cloud water, in units of g/m2), and (C) altitude of the trade

inversion (mean height of the 6.5 g/kg total water mixing ratio surface, in units of m). Note that

the liquid water path in (B) is averaged over clear and cloudy aic the average liquid water path in

cloudy columns is greater by a factor inverse of the fractional cloud coverage in (A). Results are

shown as centered 6-h running averages to smooth over the convective noise seen in Fig. 2.

Cloud droplet concentrations are fixed at 250 cm-3 for the simulations shown. For the baseline

(grey area) the haze is non-absorbing and the concentration is 1200 cm-3; for the INDOEX 1998



and 1999 cases (dotted and dashed lines) the haze absorbs solar radiation (as described in the

text) and the concentrations are 1200 and 2400 cm-3, respectively. For the modified baseline

(solid line), solar radiation is omitted. For the baseline an ensemble of four simulations was run

(~); the grey area represents the range of values (after applying mnning averages) rerdized in

the ensemble.

Fig. 5. Domain averages of (A) daytime fractional cloud coverage (as in Fig. 4, averaged

between 8-16 h, during which 90% of solar energy is incident), (B) daytime liquid water path (as

in Fig. 4), and (C) diurnal-average net radiative flux (in units of W/m2) at the top-of-atmosphere.

Diurnal averages are computed by averaging between 6-30 h, thereby skipping over the first 6 h

of model spin-up. The net radiative fluxes for cloudless conditions are shown at a droplet

concentration of zero. Variations with droplet concentrations (in units of cm-3) are shown for

simulations in which the haze is non-absorbing (solid line labeled “No soot”), and for the

ideafized 1998 and 1998 INDOEX hazes (described in the text). The solid lines are drawn

through the median values of the baseline ensemblq the error bars represent the ranges of

ensemble values. Illustrative unpolluted and polluted conditions (discussed in the text) are shown

as open and solid circles.
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